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Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA) began operations on May 6, 1949 with a leased DC-3 that flew one weekly round trip from San Diego to Oakland via Burbank. Reservations were initially taken from a 6 foot by 12 foot war-surplus latrine that was refitted to serve as a ticket office. In 1951, PSA crossed the bay and began flying to San Francisco. In 1955, the airlines purchased two Douglas DC-4 aircraft from Capital Airlines and painted boxes around the windows to make the DC-4's resemble more advanced Douglas DC-6's. During the 1960s, PSA operated Lockheed L-188 Electra aircraft on the San Diego-San Francisco route: these were replaced with Boeing 727 and Boeing 737 aircraft by the end of the decade. In the mid-1970s, PSA briefly operated Lockheed L-1011 aircraft before deeming them unprofitable and selling them off. PSA expanded its service to Sacramento, San Jose, Long Beach, and Ontario during this period and by 1980 was operating a hub at Los Angeles International Airport as well. After airline deregulation, California's major intrastate airlines (PSA, Air California, Western Airlines, and United Airlines) were engaged in intense fare wars. PSA attempted to extend its route network beyond California with flights to Reno, Las Vegas, Salt Lake City, and Phoenix. The airline also introduced automated ticketing and check-in machines at several major airports, and briefly operated flights to Mexico. When PSA's plan to buy out the assets of Dallas-based Braniff International fell through, the airline expanded its route network northward to Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. PSA used a new fleet of BAe 146 regional jets to serve smaller airports on the West Coast, such as Eureka, California and Concord, California. In 1986, both Western and Air Cal were purchased by out-of-state airlines (Delta Air Lines and American Airlines respectively). An hour after the Air Cal deal was announced, PSA agreed to a merger with USAir, which was completed in 1987. PSA's final flight took place on April 8, 1988. The PSA route network slowly disintegrated within USAir and was completely gone by 1994: most of the former airline's assets were scrapped or moved to USAir's hubs on the East Coast. PSA's operations base at San Diego International Airport was gutted and later served as that airport's commuter terminal. The corporate evolution of Pacific Southwest Airlines was complex. In 1946, Kenneth Friedkin, the man behind PSA, operated a flight school in San Diego. Through a series of mergers and acquisitions, in 1949, the small flight school became Friedkin Aeronautics, Inc., a California Corporation, and Kenneth Friedkin created PSA as its airline division. The other original principals were Victor C. Lundy and Douglas T. Kelley. PSA became a corporation on August 18, 1949. Starting up an intrastate airline was an expensive proposition, and there were many loans provided by banks and the three principals throughout their tenure. In addition, during the period 1951 through 1960, all of the aircraft in the PSA fleet were owned by the three principals via closely-held corporations (The Giles Company, Redford, Inc., and Lew Ellen, Inc.), and leased to Friedkin Aeronautics, Inc. for use by PSA. These three corporations were wound up and dissolved on January 3, 1962. On March 17, 1962, Kenneth Friedkin died unexpectedly at age 47. His wife (Jean H. Friedkin) assumed his leadership role, along with their son, Thomas H. Friedkin, and the other original principals. Up until 1963, all of the corporate entities were closely-held corporations, but on February 11, 1963, the PSA directors and shareholders voted to place PSA shares on the public market. Unfortunately, the official corporate records in the SDASM archives end in early 1963, so there is no record of further corporate changes.
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Subjects and Indexing Terms

Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA)
Douglas DC-6
Douglas DC-3 Family
Lockheed L-188 Electra
Lockheed L-1011 TriStar
Boeing 727
Boeing 737
Friedkin, Kenneth G.

Box 1 Series I History - Subseries: History

1.1. Folder – History drafts and brochures. Includes material re beginnings and development of Pacific Southwest Airlines, biographical information, and events, including the crash of Flight 182.


1:3. Folder – Correspondence and staff telexes.

1:4. Folder – Miscellaneous biographical material.


1:7. Folder – Barkley, Paul C. material.

1:8. Folder – Glithero, Eleanor "Fergie" (resumes, news clippings, magazine articles).

1:10. Folder – Simonian, Don. Memoranda from Don Simonian re political activities; business plan for the 80's, handling VIPs.
1:11. Folder – PR Article, Russ Ray, new PSA president and CEO, plus e-mail correspondence between Ray and Art Steck re PSA exhibit in San Diego Aerospace Museum.

Box 2 Series I History – Subseries: People

2:1. Folder – People #1 - biographies, stories, and some obituaries, compiled by Gary Kissel. Removed
Box 2 Series I History – Subseries: People


2:3. Folder – PSA "Jets" Basketball Team. Correspondence, notes, press releases, newspaper clippings.


Box 3 Series I History – Subseries: Miscellaneous


3:3. Folder – Articles and ads.


Box 4 Series I History – Subseries: News clippings (continued)

4:5. Folder – Newspaper clippings, miscellaneous.


Box 5 Series I History – Subseries: PSA Flight 182


5:3. Folder – Photographs – Memorial at PSA Headquarters. Ten 8 x 10 Photographs (2 copies each, in archival sleeves).
5:7. Folder – Handwritten notes for Air Disaster Training Seminars.
5:10. Folder – Air Crash Disaster Simulation Training. Report – Air Crash Disaster Simulation Training, PSA Flight 182 disaster, Regional Training Center of San Diego.

Box 6 Series I History – Subseries: PSA Flight 182 (continued)


**Box 6 Series I History – Subseries: PSA Flight 182 (continued)**


6:5. Audio-visual materials related to the crash of PSA Flight 182.


**Box 7 Series I History – Subseries: Magazines-Skylines**


7:2. Folder – Skylines Inventory.


**Box 8 Series I History – Subseries: Magazines-Skylines (continued)**


**Box 9 Series I History – Subseries: Magazines-Skylines/Newsletters**


**Box 10 Series I History – Subseries: Magazines-Miscellaneous**


**Box 11 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Incorporation Records**


**Box 12 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Incorporation Records (continued)**

Box 13 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Incorporation Records (continued)

13:3. Folder - PSA Stockholders By Laws. Blank forms for By-Laws and Minutes of First Meeting of Board of Directors (2 copies of each); Notice to the Stockholders of Western Airlines, Inc., regarding PSA’s intent to purchase.
13:4. Folder - Board Minutes. Digested by Victor Lundy from Incorporation Record Books

Box 14 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Annual Reports

Box 15 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Annual Reports (continued)


Box 16 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Stock Records

16:3. Folder - Miscellaneous Corporate Records.

Physical Description:

Box 17 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Stock Records (continued)

17:2. Folder - Miscellaneous Corporate Records.

Box 18 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Stock Records (continued)


Box 19 Series II Corporate Documents – Subseries: Stock Records (continued)

19:2. Volume - Bound Volume #1, dated 1966, relating to the sale of $15,000,000 Aggregate Principal Amount 5-1/2% Convertible Subordinated Debentures, Due October 15, 1986, Registration Proceedings.

Box 20 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Stock Records (continued)

20:1. Volume - Bound Volume #1, dated 1966, relating to sale of 150,000 shares PSA Common Stock Without Par Value.

Box 21 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Stock Records (continued)

21:1. Volume - Bound Volume #II, dated 1966, relating to the sale of $15,000,000 Aggregate Principal Amount 5-1/2% Convertible Subordinated Debentures, Due October 15, 1986, Underwriting, Commissioner of Corporations, Listing, Trustee and Indenture, Supporting Certificates, and Closing.

Box 22 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Stock Records (continued)


Box 23 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Stock Records (continued)

23:1. Folder - PSA Specimen Stock Certificates

Box 24 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Miscellaneous

24:1. Folder - Ledger - 1951 Individual Payroll for Employees, A-M.
24:2. Folder - Ledger - 1951 Individual Payroll for Employees, N-Z.
24:4. Folder - Nelson vs. PSA.

Box 25 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Legal


25:5. Folder – PUC Regulations; Routes and Regulations; Statistics; Deregulation; Acquisitions; Organization Chart.


Box 26 Series II Corporate Documents - Subseries: Employment/Labor issues


26:3. Folder – Employee Benefits - Miscellaneous. Correspondence; Miscellaneous benefits booklets.


26:4. Folder – Miscellaneous PSA Corporate Documents. Several loose items from Corporate Record Book re Friedkin Aeronautics, Inc.; stock certificate; tax return.

26:5. Folder – Valcar Subsidiary. Correspondence, descriptive proposal; packet re end of Valcar and move to Hertz.


26:7. Folder – Photograph and Check. Photograph of Eleanor "Fergie" Glithero and two men holding a check; check is payable to PSA for $1,002,708.30.

26:8. Folder – USAir Brochures.


Box 27 Series III Operations - Subseries: Aircraft


Physical Description: 1. Instrument panel layout. Boeing 727 Overhead Panel. (1) 18½ in. x 14½ in. drawing, folded; dated 2-24-64. 2. Instrument panel layout. Boeing 727 Pedestal. (1) 11¼ in. x 24 in. drawing, folded; dated 2-24-64. 3. Instrument panel layout. Boeing 727 Main Instrument Panel. (1) 11 in. x 24 in. drawing, folded; dated 8-15-64. 4. Instrument panel layout. Boeing 727 Flight Engineers Panel. (1) 22 in. x 24 in. drawing, folded; dated 8-15-64. 5. Electrical chart, with handwritten notations. (1) chart, 11 in. x 4 in. cardstock.


27:5. Folder - PSA - Instrument panel layouts [n.d.].


27:6. Folder - BAE 146. News clipping, brochure. Includes (1) 8" x 10" color photograph of PSA BAE 146 aircraft.

27:7. Folder - Boeing 727 miscellaneous material.


Box 28 Series III Operations – Subseries: Aircraft (continued)


28:2. Folder – Boeing 737 miscellaneous material.


Removed from 3-hole binder.

Box 29 Series III Operations – Subseries: Facilities


29:4. Folder – Hotels – PSA Hotel Queen Mary Opening 1971. Snapshots of Queen Mary sailing; newspaper articles; correspondence; invitations and confirmations.

29:5. Folder – Hotels – Bear Valley Lodge, CA. Correspondence; notes; promotional material.


29:7. Folder – Hotels – Hotel San Franciscan. Correspondence; notes, promotional material.


29:10. Folder – Stations – Long Beach Airport. Memo re Request for Operating Flights at Long Beach Airport; Long Beach map; article and memos re service in Long Beach.


Box 30 Series III Operations – Subseries: General Operations


Box 31 Series III Operations – Subseries: General Operations (continued)


31:5. Folder - PSA fare structure data.
31:6. Folder - Passenger Revenue Reports.

31:7. Folder - Service to Lake Tahoe. Proposal; supporting statistical data.

Box 32 Series III Operations – Subseries: General Operations (continued)

32:1. Folder - Logbooks of Melvin E. Setterland.
32:3. Folder - PSA Captains' Flight Logs. Logs from various PSA pilots.

Box 33 Series III Operations – Subseries: Training

33:1. Folder - PSA Electrical Schematics & Charts.
33:2. Folder - Illustrations - Engines. Illustrations and Statistics, JT8D-200 Turbofan Engine - pictorial view, United Technologies, Pratt & Whitney, 2 copies.
33:6. Folder - Pre-flight Checklists, 1 of 2. Includes aircraft checklists for B-727-200, DC 9 (Series 80), DC 9-30, 737, Lockheed Electra L-188.
33:7. Folder - Pre-flight Checklists, 2 of 2. Includes aircraft checklists for B-727-200, DC 9 (Series 80), DC 9-30, 737, Lockheed Electra L-188.

Box 34 Series III Operations – Subseries: Training (continued)

34:2. Folder - Flight engineer check forms. Flight Engineer Examination Guide, Civil Aeronautics Administration, December 1956; various flight engineer reports.
34:3. Folder - Miscellaneous Training Aids, unrelated, 1 of 2.
34:5. Folder - Training Brochures.


34:10. Folder - Training Manuals (selected pages).

Box 35 Series III Operations - Subseries: Training (continued)

35:1. Folder - Inventory (2 pages, loose; probably prepared by R. Prine).
35:5. Item - Air Cargo Training Workbook [1985].
35:8. Item - International Ticketing Overview (2 copies).
35:10. Item - Training Administrator Program (TAP) Instructors Guide.
35:11. Item - Training Administrator Program (TAP) Travel Agent & You Program, March 1983.
35:12. Item - Training Administrator Program (TAP) "Remember Me" Program, October 6, 1983.
35:16. Item - ACT I Ticketing, the New One-Way Ticket [1985].
35:17. Item - ACT II Ticketing, the New Form of Payment Entries, November 1986.
35:24. Item - Datatrol Entry Formats.
35:34. Item - Automatic Check-In Machine, Maintenance and Troubleshooting.
35:43. Item - Introduction to Station Communication System (SCS), May 1985.
35:49. Item - SPARS Basic Fare Quote.
35:52. Item - Baggage Acceptance and Excess Charges - International Travel.
35:54. Item - Field Service - Powerback Program, DC-9/B-727, May 1, 1983.

Box 36 Series III Operations - Subseries: Training (continued)

36:2. Item - Training Manual, general subjects, PSA Training Department, red 3-ring binder.


Box 37 Series III Operations - Subseries: Training (continued)


37:11. Item - PSA Station Manual. (1) 1 in. black binder, ACCO fastener binding.


Box 38 Series IV Audio-visual Materials - Subseries: Photographs

38:1. Folder - Photographs - People #1.

38:2. Folder - Photographs - People #2.

38:3. Folder - Photographs - People #3.

38:4. Folder - Photographs - People - Committee members 2008-2009 (no committee members identified).

38:5. Folder - Photographs - Reservations; Las Vegas First Flight. Contract sheets, Photographs, negatives).

38:6. Folder - Photographs - People; social events; Super 80 factory tour.

38:7. Folder - Photographs - Pilot training; aircraft; social events (some Photographs identified).

38:8. Folder - Photographs - Staff, models, uniforms, fashions. 1 of 2 (color contact sheets, handwritten notes).

38:9. Folder - Photographs - Staff, models, uniforms, fashions. 2 of 2 (color prints).

38:10. Folder - Photographs - People; from R. Prine, red 3-ring binder (most identified).

38:11. Folder - Photographs - People; social events; at work.

38:12. Folder - Photographs - People; some portraits; social events; at work.

38:13. Folder - Photographs - One woman's portraits. (20) 5 in. x 5 in. portrait proofs, multiple poses, one sitting.

38:14. Folder - Photographs - People; social events; at work; publicity (some identified); includes 3 Photographs digitized and numbers 06-0002, 0600304, 06-00581.
Box 39 Series IV Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photographs (continued)

39:1. Folder – Photographs – Aircraft; people; social events.
39:2. Folder – Photographs – Staff; groups; publicity.
39:3. Folder – Photographs – People.
39:5. Folder – Photographs – Scripps Ranch under construction (prints and negatives).
39:8. Folder – Photographs – AirMotive Engine Overhaul (black and white prints, contact sheets, negatives).

Box 40 Series IV Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photographs (continued)

40:1. Folder – Photographs – Aircraft #1.
40:2. Folder – Photographs – Aircraft #2.
40:3. Folder – Photographs – Aircraft #3.
40:5. Folder – Photographs – Aircraft – Lithographs. (22) airplane images on card stock, published by Fuller Paint & Glass.
40:7. Folder – Photographs – Sea World. (1) envelope B&W (contact sheets and negatives); (1) envelope Color (contact sheet and negatives).

Box 41 Series IV Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Slides

Box includes (12) folders of 35mm slides (most color, some with audiocassettes) re PSA operations, people, aircraft, and airports, rehoused from slideshow carousels.
41:2. Folder – Slides. The Difference is PSA Cabin Cleaning OA Training 8.78; includes (1) audio cassette, 40 min., rev. copy. Slides removed from (1) slide carousel. Number of slides: 92.
41:3. Folder – Slides. 1984 Water Ditch USCG. Number of slides: 34.
41:6. Folder – Slides. [n.d.] Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego, Long Beach; includes 3 x 5 card index to slides. Slideshow removed from (1) slide carousel. Number of slides: 82.
41:7. Folder – Slides. Date: 12/80. DC-9 Super 80, Introduction Parts 1 and 2. Includes (2) audio-cassettes “DC-9 Super 80 Intro. Part I” (84 slides) and “DC-9 Super 80 Intro. Part II” (Revised 9/15/81; 58 slides); 45 min. each. Slideshow removed from carousel. Total number of slides 142.

Box 42 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Slides (continued)

Box includes (4) folders of 35mm slides (color) re PSA operations, people, aircraft, airports, and services training; in archival sleeves, rehoused from 4” black binders. Some sleeves are labeled. Total number of slides: 1169. Includes (2) additional folders of slides from other sources.

42:1. Folder - Slides. PSA 35mm Slides 07.05.A-C. Sleeve labels include [unlabeled - 30 slides]; “Exterior” [42 slides], “Interior” [19 slides], “News & BW & Documents” [40 slides], “News, Documents, Schematics, BW” [4 slides]. Total number of slides: 135


42:3. Folder - Slides. People. Part II. Total number of slides: 413.

42:4. Folder - Slides. From slide carousel. Label read “Slides with Audio,” (audio-cassettes removed to Audio subseries). Sleeve labels include “Powerback” [52 slides], “It’s Not Only Words” [70 slides], “PA Announcements” [62 slides], Station Communication TAP [70 slides], Lavatories servicing [47 slides]. Total number of slides: 301.


42:6. Folder - Slides. Advertising: PSA aircraft with sunglasses and sombrero. 35 mm slides; 1 b/w, all others color. Number of slides: 39.

Box 43 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Film and Video

43:1. Item - Videotape reel. 9-25-81 1” bump of 2” Image West [label: no 1].
43:2. Item - Videotape reel. 10-29-81 Generic close [label: no.2].
43:3. Item - Videotape reel. 10-29-81 3-spot sub-master [label: no.3].
43:4. Item - Videotape reel. 10-29-81 sub-master split [label: no.4].
43:5. Item - Videotape reel. 10-29-81 sub-master #3 [label: no.6].
43:6. Item - Videotape reel. 10-29-81 Spots (Protection) [label: no.8].
43:7. Item - Videotape reel. 10-29-81 sub-master #2 [label: no.9].
43:8. Item - Videotape reel. Bill Baily Communication. GV graphic, cover map (Tucson); Branding Iron (good blanking) [no number].
43:9. Item - Videotape reel. Spot #3 sub-master [label: no.16].

Box 44 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Film and Video (continued)

44:1. Item - AV. Movie (The Quiet Safari, BAE 301). (1) 35mm film reel.
44:6. Folder – Audio cassette tape, "PSA new 'Tough' theme music, 3 versions" (2 cassettes).
44:7. Folder – VHS Video "SD Aerospace Museum – PSA Dedication Highlights - September 26, 2003; run time 5 minutes. This item has been digitized and will be posted on Flickr; PSA #1 tape8-track audioscassette, "2 messages & jingle."
44:8. Item – VHS Tape. 3-10-80 PSA Smiles.
44:9. Item – VHS Tape. 4-3-80 re fares, plane, Mexico.
44:10. Item – VHS Tape. 9-12-80 D. F. Travisano, 10 sec-flat.
44:12. Item – Film reel. “Close for 10” [no number label].
44:13. Item – Film reel. 9-25-81 First quad and B rolls, map pull [label: no. 13]
44:15. Item – Film reel. 9-25-81 Opening/closing and some B rolls [label: no. 15].

Box 45 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums


Box 46 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 47 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 48 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 49 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 50 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 51 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 52 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 53 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photograph Albums (continued)


Box 54 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Scrapbooks

54:1. Item – Scrapbook, PSA People [1 of 2]. (1) 1½ in. red 3-ring binder labeled "PSA People."
54:2. Item – Scrapbook, PSA People [2 of 2]. (1) 2½ in. red 3-ring binder labeled "PSA People."

Box 55 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Scrapbooks (continued)

55:2. Item – Scrapbook of Don Simonian. Cover label reads "Don Simonian PSA Public Relations"; includes memo from Randy Prine June 20, 2008. (1) large maroon 3-ring binder.

Box 56 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Scrapbooks (continued)

56:1. Item – Scrapbook of photographs and negatives – black and white Photographs and negatives of people; also news clippings. Label "B/W Copy Negs/B/W Internegs"; 3-ring black binder.
56:2. Item – Scrapbook of photographs and negatives – black and white Photographs and negatives of people and airplanes. Label "B/W Copy Negs from Old Prints"; 3-ring black binder, 1 1/2 in.

Box 57 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Scrapbooks (continued)

57:1. Item – Scrapbook of Randy Prine. (1) 2 in red 3-ring binder of photographs, notes.

Box 58 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photographs (Oversize)

58:1. Photographs (2) of crew modeling uniforms (digitized and numbers 06-1912 and 06-1913).
58:2. Photograph, 8 in. x 10 in. b/w, of PSA crew modelling uniforms (1980s). L-R: Anita Jackson, Debbie Patterson, Don Smith, Michele Auffarth.
58:4. Photograph mounted on cardboard: stewardess/flight attendant Debbie Patterson wearing PSA suit, scarf, and hat, Balboa Park, San Diego.
58:5. Photograph of Eleanor "Fergie" Ferguson Glithero, PSA Treasurer, in front of PSA jet. Source: Los Angeles Times. (1) loose 11 in. x 14 in. b/w print.
58:7. Photograph and copy of newspaper article “Red Baron Captures Airfield” (in manila envelope).
58:8. Sheet of uncut glossy photograph postcards (8), showing PSA plane in flight.

Box 59 Series V. Miscellaneous - Subseries: Memorabilia
59:3. Folder - Miscellaneous - maps. Includes charts and captain's atlas.
59:5. Folder - PSA Souvenirs.
  Physical Description: 1. PSA souvenirs - Styrofoam model glider. 3. PSA souvenirs - "Catch Our Smile – PSA" (2) plastic tote bags. 4. Blank certificate of "Final Flight."

Box 60 Series V. Miscellaneous - Subseries: Memorabilia (continued)

60:1. Folder - Computers, calculation aids.
60:2. Folder - Measuring/drafting aids. (2) templates for circles, nuts; (3) protractors, angle measuring tools, straight-edge, clear plastic; (4) U.S. Airways 1” = 120 nm plotter with (1) page of handwritten notes in 5½ in. x 8½ in. manila envelope.
60:3. Folder - Plaque, "In Appreciation to Carol Hamann as Co-Advisor to PSA Mini-Stews and Explorer Post 727, 1977."
60:4. Folder - Miscellaneous.
60:5. Folder - Miscellaneous.
60:6. Folder – Memorabilia of Norm Waters.


60:7. Folder – Miscellaneous memorabilia.


Physical Description: 1. Includes ephemera such as PSA stickers, swizzle sticks, match books, cocktail napkins, and coloring book pages.

Box 61 Series IV. Audio-visual Materials – Subseries: Photographs (continued)

61:1. Photograph “PSA Mini-Stews – 1977” (some identifications on reverse).
61:2. Photographs (2) color, 14 in. x 12 in. prints (same image) of a group of three people in PSA uniforms in Balboa Park.
61:3. Photographs (4) color, 14 in. x 11½ in. on cardboard of people, airport operations, and aircraft (digitized and numbered 06-1914 thru 06-1917).
61:4. Photographs (13) b/w, 14 in. x 12 in. on cardboard of crew, places, and aircraft, with descriptions on reverse, all with hand printed number 15624.

Box 62 Series VI. Artifacts

Location: Stored with PSA collection. Two boxes of PSA exhibition materials. Includes the following materials to be transferred to the Curatorial Department.


Box 63 Series VI. Artifacts (continued)
Box 64 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals

Location: Stored with PSA collection. Two boxes of PSA exhibition materials. Includes the following materials to be transferred to the Curatorial Department.

Physical Description:

64:1. Item - Manual - Boeing 727 Component Identification, prepared by PSA, spiral bound booklet.


66:15. Item – Fowler-Aeronautical Publications. (35 booklets; see inventory).

Box 67 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)


Box 68 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)


Box 69 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)


Box 70 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)


Box 71 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)

71:3. Item – PSA DC-9 FCOM, Vol 1 Checklists (1981-1987). (rev. rec. signed by "RDT" (Richard D. Tapper) [(1) 1 ½ in. in 3-ring red binder].

Box 72 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)

72:2. Item – USAir Crewmember Procedures and Guidelines, June 1990 (ADA) [booklet].

Box 73 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)

73:1. Item – Manual - Boeing 727 Component Identification, prepared by PSA.
73:3. Item – Jeppeesen Airway Manual.7 in. x 9 in. 7-ring binder (registration code WE-M6)
73:22. Item – Mechanics B-727 Reference Handbook (Braniff International).½ in. x 4 ½ in. x 6 ½ in. 6-hole binder; signed “Norm Waters 3-1-1966”.

Box 74 Series VII. Manufacturers’ manuals (continued)


Box 75 Series V. Miscellaneous – Subseries: Duplicates

75:1. Folders (4 inches) of photographs. B/W and color, 8 in. x 10 in. prints.
75:2. Folder of newspapers (4) issues: San Diego Union, April 10, 1988 (2 copies of section); San Diego Union, Memorial edition, September 28, 1978 (2 copies of section).
75:5. Folder (2 inches) of miscellaneous papers. Includes copies of PSA histories.
75:6. Folder and 8 inches of loose issues of Skylines, PSA employee newsletter.

Box 76 Series V. Miscellaneous – Subseries: Memorabilia (continued)

Memorabilia. (1) box of additional PSA related artifacts, magazines, and other material.

Loose Material Series V. Miscellaneous – Subseries: Memorabilia (continued)

1. Boeing 727-200 unassembled paper model kit, 1/48 scale.
2. PSA plane, framed photograph. (1) 24 in. x 36 in. color print (under glass in bamboo/wood frame) of PSA Lockheed Electra flying over San Diego. Item transferred from the Art Collection (Original Accession number 77.12.I, cataloged 20 Jun 1995).